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Live (for example within workshop)
Presentation modes (”NYT”)
Note: The participant's view is generally like that of the presenter, but simpler. The chair is always
shown, at least in a small view.
Content: To display the material, the participants (and you) will see the material in the main view.

Discourse: The Chair will appear large in the middle, as will speakers who have been granted floor.
Groups: The currently selected Topic is displayed to the groups (see more about using groups below)
Collaboration review: Groups are listed, and you can switch through the group responses if you
have used input fields to create a questionary for the groups

Displaying content

Select Content to switch between the content pages you’ve previously created in the Content view.
For example, one content page might be a description of a group work topic, and instructions for
groups, after which you can activate group mode (Groups) from the Content view.

How to let a participant present
•

The participants can request presentation rights (“I want to speak” button), and you can
accept this request

•

Participant list allows you to set a participant as the presenter

•

The Live Settings on the right displays everyone online and allows you to set a visitor as a
participant. This is significant difference for public events where the members are not
predetermined.

Ryhmien käyttö
Groups are activated during Live with the Groups button from the NOW section in the left control
are. In this mode, you can create and delete groups, and set a deadline reminder for participants
(and yourself). However, do not delete groups while they are in use, rather use the Close Groups
function. After that, if you are not going to continue again in groups, you may want to select another
mode from the NOW section, then both you and the participants will switch to this mode.
To join the group yourself, press # Join, and to leave, select # Leave, to switch to another group,
press its # Join button, no need to leave in between.
Note: At the time of writing, the size of one group is limited to 15 people. There is no limit to the
number of groups.

Ending the live session

When you press the End button, Live enters the basic mode, where there are no groups or speech
requests. The chairman present will be heard and visible to those still present. Once you have said
your last goodbyes, you can also close the Live for your part with the Leave button.

Live documentation
How to join Live
Note! Close other applications that are using the microphone or camera before joining. For example,
Zoom, Teams (including their browser tabs/windows).
The sign-in screen asks for permission to use the microphone (and possibly the camera).

The actual question is often found on top left of the browser window

You should allow the usage, for both microphone and camera (when asked).
In case you have multiple cameras/microphones, you might not want to pick ‘remember choice’ (or
similar), as this selection usually allows you to pick the camera/microphone you want.
After the permissions, you will be shown the Get ready to join screen, where you can review your
microphone (and camera) settings. It will also tell you if the browser isn’t getting any sounds from
your microphone. When camera is enabled, the video from it is shown on the screen.
Note: In case an iPhone shows black rectangle instead of a video, this is probably not a problem and
the video is shown properly in an approved presentation request.

In case the buttons are not active you can enable them by clicking on them.

In case you have problems with joining Live
If you are shown an error message as shown below, please follow the instructions below the image.

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Press the Settings button and check that the selected microphone (and camera) is correct
and replace if necessary.
Check that the microphone or camera you are using is turned on and that there is no button /
lever / cover to prevent it from operating.
Check that you do not have Zoom or Teams, or similar open, close them, and refresh the page
(refresh from the menu or icon / F5 / ctrl + r / or log out and back in)
Trying another browser (especially Chrome, but also Firefox is an option) can be an easy way
to get ahead. If you have one installed, try it here. Otherwise, you can move forward on the
list.
a. iPhone users (Apple phone users only, not PC users) should also try Safari.
If the correct microphone or camera still does not appear in the list, or instead the listing
states that the microphone or camera is not active, the browser may have been banned from
using the microphone or camera
a. Open the microphone (and camera) rights manager
i. Chrome (and PWA): Open your browser settings and from there Site Settings
ii. Firefox: Open Settings and search for Permissions or under the Privacy
section.

iii. Edge: Open Settings and Cookies and site permissions
b. Check if the microphone or camera usage rights are stored in the settings of the
ulos.cometasolutions.fi site
i.
Delete the stored Permissions Information for out.cometasolutions.fi for both the
camera and the microphone. As a result, the rights are asked again. (For example,
reset permissions)
1. “Ask before use” is also a good choice if you cannot find the removal in
your browser settings.
6. The microphone may also have been removed or muted from the operating system. If the
microphone works in other apps and you have not specifically disabled the browser from
using the microphone, this is not the case.
a. For example, in the case of Windows 10, the easiest way to check this is to open
Settings and then Audio Settings. Picture below.
i. Check that the correct input is selected for audio
1. You may need to restart your browser for the switch to take effect.
ii.
Check that the test bar is moving when you speak into the microphone. If not,
there is a Troubleshooter below the bar, which e.g. can unmute the operating
system.
7. Try disconnecting and reconnecting the microphone / camera
8. Restart your device
9. Your network connection may be down, please check that you are connected to the internet
10. If you are connected to an organization's network or are using an organization's device, a
firewall may be preventing video and / or audio from moving across the network. In this case,
we recommend using another connection. For example, to share a 4g connection from your
phone and use it.
a. NOTE. Moving an image generates significant traffic. Most telephone subscriptions
include a flat-rate Internet connection, but if your subscription is charged based on
data transferred, you should consider this.
11. If you haven't tried another browser before, install (Chrome / Firefox) and try it.

How can I see more
The user interface makes an attempt at being understandable and readable using reasonable sized
text and enough spacing. On smaller resolutions you may find that zooming out once you are
somewhat familiar with the user interface is a good thing.
There are several ways to zoom out
•
•
•

The browser offers a zoom function (defauly 100%), which can be lowered from settings
menu. (Some browsers have it always visible in the bottom-right corner)
Keyboard shortcut CTRL + - (‘control minus’) decreases the zoom.
Pressing CTRL and rotating mouse’s scroll zooms in and out.

